The Korean War brought one of the great sea changes in postwar American history, yet the most mysterious and terrifying outcome for the American public was a psychological one: " [o] ne of the most interesting aftermaths of the Korean conflict in [1950] [1951] [1952] [1953] has been the preoccupation of many Americans with 'brainwashing.'" 1) As the ultimate product of Cold War paranoia, brainwashing was considered the latest weapon that would complement an ideological warfare. The term "brainwashing" was coined by an anti-communist journalist Edward
Hunter, who had worked in Japan and China as a propaganda specialist during World War II. In his book, Brainwashing in Red China: The Calculated Destruction of Men's Minds (1951) , Hunter explained that "brainwashing" was a direct translation of the Chinese term xi-nao (洗腦), characters meaning respectively 'wash' and 'brain.' While Hunter spelled out the term as if it were a secretive form of Oriental witchcraft, "'brainwashing' actually referred to the Chinese principle of thought reform (思想改造), which had evolved from the philosophies of Marx and Mao." 2) Also known as 'ideological remolding' or 'ideological reform," thought reform was the name for a Chinese communist program that guided one through a proper ideological path to become a "Good communist."
The program not only drew on classical Chinese philosophy but made use of many traditional Chinese educational approaches such as constant repetition and rigid forms. way of life" over "the highest standard of living that the earth had ever seen." 5) The public interest and concern regarding the American POWs was so intense that the returned POWs were "for a time, one of the most extensively studied groups in United States history." 6) There was a national anxiety for the potential harm that might be done to the American society if the most "contagious" of the infected (Bell 90 ). In the most recent critical reviews of the film, scholars have continued to prove how the film courts yet another paranoia of the period, namely the integrity of the human mind. For instance, Timothy Melley has argued that "The Manchurian Candidate's deepest worry is neither communism nor anticommunism but embattled human autonomy" (157) and Catherine Canino has claimed that the film fulfilled the prophecies of "the imagined loss of cherished American autonomy and free will" (134).
What strikes as quite extraordinary is that while it took over a half a century for the critical analyses to cover all the major paranoid fantasies of the period and the critical attention on the film has changed through the years to reflect the evolving scholarly foci, the contemporaries of the film were already aware of entire the oeuvre, possibly even before the film's 1962 release. In his 1959 review essay titled "Brainwashing and Totalitarianization in Modern Society," Edgar H. Schein writes regarding the American preoccupation with brainwashing:
There are probably many reasons for this preoccupation. First because our struggle with the communist world is partially an ideological one, we need new terms for ideological weapons -e.g., "brainwashing." Second, because the Chinese communists were successful in stalemating the Korean conflict and in eliciting germ-warfare confessions and other collaborative behavior from their American prisoners of war (POWs), we have had to find someone or something to blame. The conclusion that the collaborator and confessor were "brainwashed" is one convenient way of assigning such blame. Third, our own society has become increasingly concerned about the ethics and implications of techniques of overt and covert persuasion […] . Fourth, our changing international position has led us to an attitude of tense doubt about our supremacy and our capacity to cope with international problems. Given these and doubtless many other factors, it is no wonder that we have begun to question where the limits of the integrity of the human mind lie, and increasingly to entertain concepts like "brainwashing" which express graphically our loss of confidence in our capacity as individuals to master our world. When things go wrong, it is far less ego-deflating to say that we have been "brainwashed" than to recognize our own inadequacy in coping with our problems. 15) (430) (431) In the introductory paragraph to his essay, Schein demonstrates Asia was no longer a mutually exclusive entity in the U.S. global imaginary and its status as a threat or ally was yet to be determined.
Hence America was still more cautious about imagining its racial diversity with Asians than with African Americans or Hispanics.
From this perspective, the portrayal of Asians in the film's brainwashing sequence is unambiguous and is dominated by the Orientalist paradigm. Raymond is the true arch-enemy, it is Chunjin who deserves the blows. Chunjin is always deferential to his white superiors -false-accented "sank you" and "yes, sir" being his catchphrases. However the characteristic subservience reminded many Americans of the dreadful effects of passivity:
"Brainwashed, these Americans become like Asians, like communists:
passive, conformist, and obedient to authority" 37)38) ; "It was widely he was up to, the inability to make out one's emotions and feelings was considered a genuine threat. As the "cold" in the Cold War implied a bloodless war, being bloodless amounted to lacking emotions or feelings. While these scenes suggest that the Cold War paranoia was largely dependent upon Orientalist constructions of Asians, the film also deconstructs the notion by redefining Asianness. Although Asian space is evoked as the heart of communism, the film reveals that the real problem may lay closer to home in America. The film's most shocking revelation is that Mrs. Iselin, the only mother and wife in the film, is the "American Operator"
for the communists who programmed Raymond to become an assassin.
be kept out of the United States at all costs" (37). 39) Kendall, 198. It turns out that even the brainwashing was not an Oriental tactic first picked up by the communists but a method Mrs. Iselin has long-practiced on her son. 40) In several instances, Raymond puts his hands over his ears to shut down his mother's voice. Nevertheless, he always succumbs to his mother's words, as he confesses to Marco in his drunkenness, "She won, of course. She always does. I could never beat her. I still can't."
In the scene where she reveals to her son that she is his communist 
